Introducing Discipleship Pract ices

LIVING OUR
DISCIPLESHIP

WHAT ARE DISCIPLESHIP
PRACTICES?
This resource builds on the work of others (notably Diana
Butler Bass1 and Dorothy Bass and Craig Dykstra2) on the
community practices that have long been a part of the
Christian life and continue to inform and renew the life of
the church. In seeking an Australian (and specifically
Uniting Church) expression of these practices they are
considered within the context of discipleship formation.
We become formed as disciples within the Christian
community. In an age which values individualism, we
nevertheless find our deepest identity as people in
community with others. The path of discipleship
formation is not an either/or choice between an individual
or communal way. Discipleship grows both through
private actions such as prayer, study, contemplation,
service and telling the story (what Richard Foster
describes as spiritual disciplines3) and also through the
things we do together as Christians. One definition of the
practices that enable this formation is: “things Christian
people do together over time to address fundamental
human needs in the light of and in response to God's
grace to all creation through Christ Jesus”4.
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The twelve discipleship practices
identified in this resource for the
Australian context are:

1. Reflecting on faith.
2. Hospitality.
3. Discernment.
4. Shaping diverse community.
5. Spiritual reflection.
6. Healing and wholeness.
7. Sharing God’s story with others.
8. Generosity.
9. Expressing creativity.
10. Acting justly.
11. Making space for God.
12.Dying well.
You will note that neither worship nor
the sacraments are included in this list.
This resource is structured with the
conviction that ALL of the Practices
have implications for, and can help
shape a congregation’s worship, life
together and missional activity.
The Core Question for each Practice
(see page 4) makes this connection.

Jeffrey Jones has identified three elements which are vital to the formation of one’s discipleship.
Those three elements – deepening (of our connection with God, others in the Christian community
and our own selves); ministering (both in the context of our normal activities and through the
communal ministry of the church); and equipping (to prepare us for those ministries) require the
attention of both the individual and congregations if discipleship is to be shaped. The community
of God’s people helps form us and simultaneously invites us to be a part of that mutual,
interdependent formational process. Jones writes:
“More than anything else disciple forming is an enculturation process. Discipleship cannot
just be taught; it has to be lived. For that reason the practices of the congregation play a
vitally important role in disciple-forming.”5
Practices are an ongoing and developing pattern of what we do together as Christians to help
shape our way of life as a Christian community (be it a congregation or other faith group). That
community provides a context for the forming of individual disciples. As a living, growing
organism that community of disciples-in-formation will in turn look for ever new ways to develop
and express those practices.
Such practices exist in all congregations. They take place regardless of our awareness of them.
Sometimes they are expressed very thought-fully and with much intention; sometimes with little
conscious attention. In some places they exist within a congregation as a seed of what they might
become. In other places they have been nurtured and developed to become a strong focal point of
congregational life. This resource provides opportunity for intentional reflection on a Christian
community’s practices, so that its discipleship formation may be strengthened and grow.
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“Christian practices
… are patterns of
communal action
that create openings
in our lives where
the grace, mercy
and presence of God
may be made
known to us.”
Craig Dykstra

HOW TO USE THESE RESOURCES.
There are several ways to use the material in this package:

1. Use the twelve Practice Resources as the basis for a study and discussion series (perhaps taking
a break half way through). Don’t feel limited to one week per practice if your group wants to
give it more attention. It would be good to start such a series by looking at this introduction to
Discipleship Practices first.

2. Choose 2 or 3 Practices to study in detail. Use the suggestions for further study. Develop some
goals and strategies to implement these Practices in your congregation. Use the Core Question
(below) so that you are looking outwardly as well as inwardly.

3. Invite a facilitator from your Presbytery, ELM Centre or elsewhere to lead a one day workshop
(using the program included in this package). The workshop is designed to help a congregation
identify its 2-3 core practices and build on its strengths. This will involve follow-up discussion
and study using the applicable Practice Resources from the package.

4. Organise a weekend program – perhaps a congregational camp – using the weekend model.
Allowance is built into this model to go deeper with the 2-3 Practice Resources over the
weekend. Make sure there is time over the weekend for informal conversation and fun, as well
as study! Again, this works best with an outside facilitator to guide you through.

EACH STUDY RESOURCE CONTAINS:
- An introduction to each of the Discipleship Practices.
- Bible passages with accompanying questions. Passages are chosen because they either
demonstrate the Practice or raise issues about it.
- Discussion questions about the Practice.
- Ideas for getting started on the Practice, or building on what you are already doing.
- Stories and reflections from a variety of people about their experience of the Practice.
- Activities related to the practice you can try as a congregation or group.
- Resources for further study and application – some are in print, others are on the internet..

A SUGGESTED OUTLINE FOR STUDYING EACH PRACTICE RESOURCE.
The following outline is one way of studying each Practice as a group. Experiment with what works
for your group. Be flexible with how you arrange the different session components. Remember,
you don’t have to do it all in one gathering.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Read the introduction, noting any questions or points for clarification. Consider also
anything that you find helpful or useful. Discuss these points as a group.
Read one or two of the scripture passages for reflection and discuss the questions.
Read and discuss any stories, quotes or other reflections on the Practice. Discuss how they
help elaborate on your understanding of the Practice.
Discuss the questions in the highlighted box.
If there are any practical suggestions for implementing the Practice, discuss how they might
be applied in your congregation.
If there are any models for doing the Practice in your group, try them out and then reflect on
how helpful (or otherwise) you found them.
Discuss the Core Question—see page 4.
What more do you want to do to study this Practice (see the section “Further Study” in each
Practice Resource.
Consider what you as a group are going to do about this Practice. Who might you need to
talk to? How might others be encouraged to reflect on the Practice?

THE CORE QUESTION.
A key question to ask in regard to each of these practices is: “How can we develop the practice
further to shape our congregation’s worship, life together and community connections?” If your
congregation is culturally and linguistically diverse you may discover many different perspectives
on this question. The same will be true if you are considering the Practice in terms of connecting
with a culturally diverse community.
Other questions will flow from this core question. For example, further questions about hospitality
might include:

• How might a worship service shaped by the practice of hospitality include people from different
backgrounds? What music might we choose? What might we do differently?
• How might people of all ages in the congregation experience and express hospitality in the
worship service?
• How might we better express the hospitality of God in the way we celebrate the sacraments of
Baptism and Holy Communion?
• How can we shape our informal times of gathering (e.g. after church refreshments) around the
practice of hospitality?
• How might the practice of hospitality help us rethink our relationship to the groups that rent
our premises?
• To what groups in our wider community can we extend hospitality? How?
One good question can produce 20 more questions worth exploring, so keep the conversation
flowing!

Persistent Prayer
deepening spiritual disciplines individually and
together

Authentic Witness
respectfully sharing good news in presence and
story

Just Living
responsibly caring for creation and community
life

Generous Giving
grateful and open-hearted provision for others

Risk-taking Mission
costly service to maintain and create peace,
justice and well-being

Radical Hospitality
welcome, inclusion and caring community across
barriers

12. Gathering for retreats, camps and events

11. Sharing faith with others respectfully

10. Expressing creativity and imagination

9. Advocating and acting for justice

8. Learning and sharing with peers

7. Learning through serving together

6. Celebrating rites of passage

5. Building intergenerational relationships

4. Mentoring and modelling

3. Nurturing faith in households

2. Fostering prayer practices

1. Interpreting the Bible

Transformative Worship
life-changing encounter with God in community

Intentional Learning
engaging deeply with Scripture, Christian beliefs
and experience today

PRACTICES OF FORMING FAITH

CORE PRACTICES OF DISCIPLESHIP

10. An apostolic adventure
- crossing boundaries, taking risks

9. Learning, laughing and the long haul
- persistence, returning, reporting

8. Helping to heal the world’s woes
- the character of assertiveness

7. The message and the messengers
- branded with the message

6. Prayer, promise and struggle
- dynamic dependence

5. Two by two
- confidence in community

4. Taking nothing for the journey
- travelling light

3. Seeing
- contemplation and context

2. Living Trustingly
- confidence in uncertainty

1. Calling and Sending
- apostolic spirituality

SPIRITUALITY OF MISSION
(from “Mission-shaped Spirituality”)

COMMUNITIES OF DISCIPLES – FAITH PRACTICES, FORMATION & EDUCATION PRACTICES, MISSION PRACTICES

